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315
DISTRICT Indirect Heat Interface Units Delivered

 

READING
England

THAMES QUARTER

This development located in Reading provides the 
community with a large number of zero carbon homes as 
part of the governments plans to reach a carbon neutral
future by 2050.

The build features a 22 storey landmark tower, making it
the tallest residential building in Reading. Thethe tallest residential building in Reading. The
development will comprise of one, two and three bedroom
apartments to provide affordable housing in the Reading
area and will be the largest build to rent scheme in the
South East.

Working closely with our distribution, YGHP were pleased
to supply the exciting development with 315 of our indirect
heat interface units. Our units will provide a stable, high heat interface units. Our units will provide a stable, high 
performance heating solution to an energy efficient and 
modern build.

OUR INDIRECT HEAT INTERFACE UNIT-

  SWEP Brazed Plate Stainless Steel Heat Exchanger

  WILO Electronically Controlled, Silent Operation Pump

  CIMM Internally Equipped Expansion Vessel

  CIMM Shock Arrestor

  Stainless Steel Pipework, Insulated

    EPP Thermal Cover
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668
DISTRICT Indirect Heat Interface Units Delivered

 

LONDON
England

PORTAL WEST 

Acton, located in the north east of London, is home to this
exciting and significant undertaking. The expansive works
will see the demolition of an existing structure and enable
the design and construction of a new multi- storey
development of four apartments blocks comprising 578
apartments; included within the ground and lower floorsapartments; included within the ground and lower floors
of this space will be a 30,000 square foot commercial
space delivering a double depth basement to provide a
large amount of parking space and cycle storage.

Portal Wests main tower block, one west point is a
defining architectural standpoint and a unique signature
addition to the London skyline. At almost 600 feet this
build will see an abundance of luxurious high end livingbuild will see an abundance of luxurious high end living
spaces optimally situated with direct links to the heart of
London via tube routes and trains, ideal tor inner city
commuters.
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This development is set to become
one of the brightest new landmarks
on the prolific London skyline. 

As part of the governments scheme
to reach a carbon neutral
environment by 2050, it was ideal
that YGHP supplied this prestigiousthat YGHP supplied this prestigious
project with a green heating network
that was both stable and high
performance.

YGHP worked closely with our 
distribution channels to supply 668 of
our DISTRICT indirect heat interface
units, which offer an energy efficientunits, which offer an energy efficient
solution to such a contemporary
development. As our largest project
to date, we were pleased to be
involved in such a revolutionary build.

OUR INDIRECT HEAT INTERFACE UNIT-

  SWEP Brazed Plate Stainless Steel Heat

  Exchanger

  WILO Electronically Controlled, Silent

  Operation Pump

  CIMM Internally Equipped Expansion

    Vessel

  CIMM Shock Arrestor

  Stainless Steel Pipework, Insulated

  EPP Thermal Cover
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PressureWave™ tanks undergo rigorous testing and inspection throughout the
production process to ensure optimum structural integrity and to ensure they
meet the highest standard in terms of performance and material certifications.  

• Capacity: 2 - 150 liter / 0.5 - 40 gallon
• Maximum working pressure: 10 bar / 150 psi
• Factory pre-charge: 1.9 bar / 28 psi
•• Maximum operating temperature: 90° C / 194°

Features and Benefits

Maintenance Free

Diaphragm Design

Patented Stainless Steel Water Connection

Virgin Polypropylene Liner

Two - Part Polyurethane Epoxy Primed Paint
Finish

Inline Models Equipped with Reinforced
Connection Plate (RCP)

Leak - Free, O-ring Sealed Air Valve Cap

01253 836571  |  www.globalwatersolutions.com
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Unit 9, Hemlock Park, Hyssop Close, Cannock, WS11 7FB

01543 396 300  |  SALES@YGHP.CO.UK  |  WWW.YGHP.CO.UK 

Happy Holidays from all at 
YGHP!


